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Should Bookstores Make
Indie Titles More Prominent
on their Displays?

Arts Council England Announces
Funding for Libraries and Cultural
Development

By Molly A nna Chell

By Lucy D owner

At the start of May,
Waterstones and Penguin
Random House (PRH)
appeared to be in conflict
over a credit limit the
publisher had introduced at
the end of 2020. Concerned
that some PRH titles may
run out, stores have been
moving titles from windows
and display tables into their
relevant sections to preserve
stock levels. According to
The Bookseller this is a rare
situation indeed, as usually
this only occurs when stock
on a popular title is running
low and never across an
entire publisher’s range. The
dispute may suggest that
when a publisher becomes as
big as PRH currently is, they
may feel they are no longer
as dependent on stores.

The Importance of
Placement
The news led to several
independent publishers on
Twitter calling for bookshops
to give more prominence
to indie titles. Perhaps the
current situation should lead
to a debate about whether
it’s fair for bookstores to
give so much of the most

prominent space to the big
publishers. With a large
proportion of sales still
coming from bookstores,
placement is still a highly
important marketing tool.
Lacking the brand awareness
and arguably big marketing
budgets of larger publishers,
independent publishers
are more reliant on their
positioning within stores to
sell books.
With stores needing to sell
as many books as possible,
it is understandable that
booksellers will typically
choose to display the biggest
titles. However, the large
houses excel at generating
awareness around their
titles outside of stores, so
it is interesting to consider
how much added benefit
they receive from being
featured in prominent
positions. Whilst for indie
publishers the benefits
would be huge, as indie
titles don’t always get much
attention in the media. A big
role of bookstores is aiding
discoverability, and by giving
more space at the front of
the store to less well-known
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titles, stores can really
help boost indie sales and
avoid the industry being too
dominated by the output of
the “Big Five”.

Going Forwards
Should the system be
revolutionised to make
it fairer for independent
publishers, moving towards
a new method of selection
that is not dependent on a
publisher’s finances?
Perhaps stores could
operate on some kind of rota
system, or for one month a
year stores could make the
decision to give indie titles
pride of place. Bookselling
is a complex business and
there will be no simple
solutions to this problem.
Bookstores may still feel
reliant on the most popular
titles. Considering that the
industry is currently making
strides forwards in ensuring
that indie titles are given the
recognition they deserve,
it certainly does seem time
for the big publishers to cede
some of their monopoly
on the most valuable
selling space.

This May, Arts Council
England have announced the
details of their £42 million
fund, aimed at boosting
the UK’s creative projects,
libraries and museum
estates.
The funding recognises the
huge impact of the COVID-19
outbreak on the arts sector,
as well as understanding
the role the arts can play in
the UK’s economic recovery
as we start to come out of
this crisis. Having originally
been announced in 2019,
the funding was put on hold
due to the pandemic. Its
revival this year is symbolic
of the hoped-for change in
fortune for the sector after
the continued easing of
restrictions across
the country.

Funding Streams
The multimillion pound
package consists of three
different funding streams:
the Cultural Development
Fund, the Museum Estate
And Development Fund, and
the Libraries Improvement
Fund. The funding is part
of a programme set up by

the Department for Digital,
Culture, Media & Sport
(DCMS).
The Culture Secretary, Oliver
Dowden, stated:
“After awarding hundreds of
millions in emergency grants
and loans to help cultural
organisations survive the
immediate effects of the
pandemic, it’s now time
to look to the future. The
cultural investment fund
will boost local museums,
libraries and creative
projects across the country,
helping local communities
build back better and
ensuring culture is at the
heart of their recovery.”

The Libraries
Improvement Fund
The libraries improvement
fund will be of particular
interest to those working
in, or interested in the book
industry. The fund has a
budget of £5 million for
the year and will take the
form of grants that will help
libraries to upgrade their
facilities. The money can
be used flexibly: for the

refurbishment of buildings,
the running of cultural
events and classes, or for
encouraging more members
of the local community into
the library.
The Deputy Chief Executive
for Places and Engagement
at Arts Council England,
Laura Dyer, commented:

“We believe that
culture and the
experiences it offers
can have a deep
and lasting effect
on places and the
people who live in
them. Investment in
culture helps improve
lives, regenerate
neighbourhoods,
support local
economies, attract
visitors and bring
people together.”
This funding marks the start
of a new chapter for our
cultural spaces as we emerge
from the COVID-19 outbreak.
Though many arts-based
institutions have been lost
during the past year, this
funding signifies hope that
the sector can yet be rebuilt.
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Read with Pride: Upcoming Releases

how we can create a world
in which we achieve and
strive for LGBTQ+ equality
is tackled in a way that calls
us to action, it is a vital
guide to understanding the
issues facing LGBTQ+ people
today, and how we can work
together to create a better,
more inclusive future.

The Passing Playbook
by Isaac Fitzsimons
charged and brimming with
beauty and pain, Filthy
Animals captures the often
unrelenting friction between
our internal and external
worlds.

alongside stunning artwork
that celebrates queer artists,
they come together to form
an incredible celebration of
queer culture that is not to
be missed this June.

Filthy Animals by
Brandon Taylor

The Queer Bible
by Jack Guinness

After the success of his
Booker Prize-shortlisted
debut novel, R eal Life,
Brandon Taylor turns his
keen eye to short fiction. In
‘Potluck,’ the collection’s
opener, a young man
hesitantly re-enters society
after being discharged
from hospital, and soon
finds himself embroiled
in a couple’s complicated
open relationship. As each
subsequent interconnected
story dances around these
three central characters, a
babysitter is pushed to the
brink; underlying tensions
among a group of teenage
boys erupt into horrifying,
unpredictable violence;
people fall in and out of
love; bodies break down and
are broken. Psychologically

From activist and founder
of QueerBible.com, Jack
Guinness, comes a groundbreaking and inspiring
collection of essays that
celebrate the LGBTQ+
community and the different
queer leaders and activists
there have been throughout
history. These imaginative
and original essays are
written by icons like Elton
John, Graham Norton and
other celebrities – people
revered for their activism
and commitment to fighting
for fair and equal rights for
all members of the LGBTQ+
community. These writings
celebrate different historical
queer trailblazers who have
creatively inspired these
celebrities in their careers
and personal lives, and

We Can Do Better
Than This: 35 Voices
on the Future of
LGBTQ+ Rights, Edited
by Amelia Abraham

By Bayley C ornfield, Sarah
Ernestine, Meg Jones ,
Genevieve Bernard and L aura
Riordan

24 June, Daunt Books

17 June, HQ
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6 June, Vintage

In this powerful collection of
stories, thirty-five inspiring
voices share their personal
thoughts and visions for the
future of how we can create
a world that does better for
the LGBTQ+ community.
Edited by journalist and
author Amelia Abraham
we hear from a number of
famous individuals including
Olly Alexander, Beth Ditto,
Owen Jones and many more.
Moving from the UK and
USA, through to Bangladesh
and beyond, crucial
questions are raised and
explored in a way which is
deeply moving and personal.
In We Can Do Better Than
This, the urgent issue of

1 June, Penguin Random
House

Isaac Fitzsimons, a debut
author from Washington DC,
is releasing his first novel this
June. The Passing Playbook
is the story we’ve been
waiting for. Spencer Harris, a
fifteen-year-old transgender
teenager, transfers to a
new school in Ohio after
transitioning. He adjusts to
life at the new school, makes
new friends and tries out
for the school soccer team.
When Spencer is benched
by his coach, he is forced to
decide if he should publicly
come out as transgender
and fight for his place on
the team. This book is
perfect for fans of L ove,
Simon and high school
sports stories. Grab your
copy now to cheer for your
new favourite soccer player!

Gearbreakers by
Zoe Hana Mikuta

29 June, St Martin’s Press
This pride month, Zoe
Hana Mikuta’s debut novel
G earbreakers enters our
orbit – a sapphic science
fiction novel featuring a

cybernetically enhanced
pilot and a rebel soldier,
caught on opposing sides
of a great war. As the
time runs out on their
final mission, Eris and
Sona learn they may be
more than soldiers. They
may be more than just
friends... G
 earbreakers
is a compelling original
story with dynamic world
building and charismatic
characters. It is the perfect
summer read for fans of
Marie Lu’s Legend series.

Afterlove by
Tanya Byrne

22 July, Hodder Children’s
Books
In this young adult
supernatural love story,
not even death can keep
Ash and Poppy from one
another. When she reaches
the afterlife, the last things
Ash can remember are
car headlights, shattered
glass and Poppy. She is to
become a reaper, helping
dead souls awaiting their
fate. But, Ash can’t stop
thinking about her first
love and is desperate to
find a way back to her.
Ash resolves to see Poppy
again, regardless of the
cost or the length of time
they can have together.
In this choice between
life, death and – above
all – love, Ash and Poppy
will reunite once more.
Afterloveis an emotional
read that will warm your
heart, and then break it.
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Happy Audiobook Month!

By Ellie Brady, Lucy L illystone,
K elly Stone and Sarah Lundy

In celebration of June
being audiobook
month, we have put
together a list of our
top favourite books
that we loved listening
to. Whether you’re
new to audiobooks
or a devoted listener,
you’re not going to
want to miss these
amazing books;
perfect for whether
you’re commuting,
working, exercising or
just enjoying the book!
Calypso by David
Sedaris
David Sedaris has made a
career from his wit, sarcasm
and sardonically shrill voice.
His books, much like the rest
of his work, are hilariously
funny and deeply personal all
at once. This makes Sedaris
a firm favourite of mine in
the world of audiobooks and
C alypso is one I recommend
to everyone and anyone,
whenever I get the chance.

A collection of twentysomething autobiographical
essays and anecdotes, this
book still feels cohesive
and full, touching on more
sentimental notes such as
his strained relationship with
his father, to outrageous
escapades in Japan with
his equally famous sister
Amy. Sedaris’ delivery of
this audiobook makes it all
the funnier and a book I can
listen to whenever I need
some uplifting.

Sleeping Giants by
Sylvain Neuvel
The first in an action-packed
science fiction trilogy,
Sleeping Giants tells the
story of what happens after
a young girl finds a giant
robotic hand that may just be
of alien origins, after reading
and analysing interview
transcriptions. This unique
format makes it perfectly
suited for a cinematic
audiobook experience as a
full cast of narrators voice
the characters’ interweaving
testimonies. The series is
called The Themis Files
as each scene portrays a
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confidential file disclosing
the cataclysmic events that
surround the research of
this alien species and how
its presence impacts the
world on a massive scale.
Meanwhile, the characters
who are closely involved
in this investigation reveal
intimate details of their
personal journeys. From
Rose, the brilliant researcher
who first discovered the
robotic hand when she
was a child, to Kara, the
rebellious army pilot whose
life becomes embroiled in
the mission, this colourful
cast of characters makes for
a heart stopping listening
experience.

Becoming by Michelle
Obama
I’m not usually a listener
to audiobooks. Yes, I have
what some would consider a
pretentious love for the feel
of a physical book in between
my hands. However, a book
that stands out to me as
better listened to than read is
Michelle Obama’s B ecoming.
Having Michelle Obama
narrate her own book about

fighting for what she thought
was right, her life to a man
often absent is so much
more intimate and personal
than reading the words on
the page. Focusing less on
politics and more on her life
as a mother, Michelle’s voice
is both uplifting and beautiful
and the audio version allows
you to listen in bursts, giving
time to reflect on her story.
Warm, wise and revelatory,
listening to B ecoming is like
having tea with the former
First Lady of the United
States as she inspires us to
defy expectations.

Ramble Book by Adam
Buxton
If you’ve ever listened to the
Adam Buxton podcast, you’ll
know that he is a master of
audio entertainment. His
Ramble Book audiobook
pretty much redefined the
things people can do in this
format. With added music
and a bonus podcast episode
at the end of the book,
Buxton made the audiobook

the most desirable way to
experience his book. More
than this, the audiobook was
released several months
before the physical book
which encouraged people
to experience it in this way.
There really is no better way
to hear the stories of his life
with the wit and emotion
coming through in bucket
loads, as well as the music
and jingles that listeners of
the podcast know so well.

Dear NHS: Stories to
Say Thank You e dited
by Adam Kay
Many things have brought us
together over the past year
and one that shines out is
our boundless appreciation
for the NHS. Adam Kay has
curated a beautiful book that
features household names
sharing their NHS stories and
why they love this wonderful
service. I listened to it as
an audiobook because,
brilliantly, the contributors
recorded their own chapters.
The personal touch this adds
to each story really drives
home all the pain, humour,
and gratitude they feel for
the NHS. Even better is that
it can be dipped in and out
of like a podcast because
the chapters are completely
separate from one another.
Be prepared to laugh, cry,
and shout from the rooftops
about how much we need
to love and protect this
incredible institution. Plus,
all of the profits go to NHS
Charities Together!
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Highlights in the Charts
Malibu Rising by
Taylor Jenkins Reid
Review by Robyn Hewson
Perfect for fans of Celeste Ng
and Liane Moriarty, Malibu
Rising draws us into the
intoxicating world of the rich
and famous, before bringing
it crashing to the ground.
Much like her previous
bestseller, Daisy Jones and
the Six, Jenkins Reid’s latest
novel explores the highs
and lows of fame, from wild
parties and opulent mansions
to drug abuse and betrayal.
But while both Malibu Rising
and Daisy Jones and the Six
focus on musicians, Malibu
Rising delves deeper into
the world of the celebrity,
exploring the lives of surfers,
supermodels and sport stars.

previous protagonist Daisy is
reckless and self-destructive,
Nina is thoughtful and
caring, taking on the role
of mother to her younger
siblings and using her fame
and money to support them.
The alternative timeframe
moves backwards, exploring
the siblings’ difficult
childhood, as well as the lives
of their absent parents, June
and Mick. Each character
is portrayed with warmth
and nuance despite their
flaws and complexities and
both timelines are equally
compelling.
Written in Jenkins Reid’s
signature style, Malibu
Rising immediately draws the
reader in with an intriguing
premise, and the explosive
ending will leave you reeling.

The novel depicts two
alternative timeframes,
both focusing on the family
of famous singer Mick Riva
and particularly his four
children Nina, Jay, Hud and
Kit. After a troubled and
unstable childhood, the four
are inseparable, but secrets
threaten to destroy their
close relationship.
The first timeframe involves a
twelve-hour, raucous party in
1980’s Malibu, at the home
of the eldest Riva sibling,
Nina. While Jenkins Reid’s
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has helped stoke the flames
of this fire to a whole new
level and for good reason.

Heartstopper by Alice
Oseman
Review by A lex Haywood
When Alice Oseman first
started her Tumblr account,
I doubt she expected
she would land a top five
Sunday Times bestseller.
Heartstopper is a growing
phenomenon with a twist. It’s
a YA graphic novel all about a
gay teen romance. So, what
makes it so special? In simple
terms, like the name would
suggest, it has real heart.
Meet Charlie Spring. He’s
fourteen, awkward and stuck
in a secret fling with another
student who hasn’t come
to terms with his sexuality
yet. Enter Nick, a rugby lad
in the year above who is
both popular and straight.
Probably. When Charlie and
Nick start to become friends,
Charlie starts developing an
unrequited crush. He doesn’t
think he stands a chance…
This graphic novel is bursting
with joy. Capturing perfectly
the confusion, giddy heights
and self-doubt that comes
with first love, I recommend
Heartstopper to anyone
who wants an uplifting but
complex novel. Plus, it’s
a refreshing break for a
usual heavy fiction reader.
Discussing mental health
and LGBTQ+ stigma in a

story drawn in a way that
centres the reader, Oseman’s
graphic series is a delight.
With Volume Four just
released and the cast of a
Netflix adaptation recently
confirmed, the Heartstopper
fandom is only going to keep
growing and I’d recommend
you jump on board.

A Court of Silver
Flames by Sarah J
Maas
Review by Daisy Saunders
Having read the three
previous instalments of Sarah
J Maas’s A Court of Thorns
and Roses series, I thought
I knew what to expect when
I reserved Maas’s newest
addition at the library.

For a series targeted
primarily at a younger
audience upon its initial
debut, its smutty content has
intensified to a surprising
and concerning height.
Whilst I believe the presence
and exploration of sex and
sexuality within YA fiction
should not be an issue, I
also think it shouldn’t be
overwhelming, inappropriate
or impact the quality of
writing or plot.
And that is precisely my
issue with ACOSF - there
is no sense of structure or
plot. Things seem to happen
out of order or for no real
reason at all. One of the
more interesting aspects of
the novel, a Hunger Gamesesque inspired fight-tothe-death competition,
serves only as a minor plot
function. Maas instead
chooses to favour frequent
and unnecessary dialogue

that primarily makes up the
content of the 700-page
fantasy work.
One of the big highlights
of the novel, however, is
Maas’s decision to focus her
perspective on a new main
protagonist Nesta Archeron.
With Nesta having been
framed as somewhat of an
anti-hero in the previous
books, it was refreshing
to read a new angle of the
story from a more conflicted
perspective. Through the
lens of high fantasy, Maas
is able to explore ideas of
trauma and mental illness
through interesting character
development.
So, if you’re looking for an
easy read, love fantasy and
enjoy smut, ACOSF might just
be the book for you.

Boy was I wrong.
Whilst Maas’s books have
always been received with
some level of controversy
from fans and haters alike,
the explicit nature of ACOSF
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Daring to be Different: An
Interview with Stella Oni
By Jane L ink , L eanne Francis ,
Shaniah Shields and Jia Wen Ho

mentor, her ability to solve
the crimes she does would
not be as strong as it is.

We were elated to speak with
Stella Oni, the debut crime
author of Deadly Sacrifice,
over Zoom. Stella shared
so many wonderful insights
about her writing that we now
share with you.

That’s how Philip Dean came
along. He’s a mentor, but
he’s also human: someone
who has feelings. I didn’t
want anybody that was
stereotyped. And the same
with Coretta. I wanted Toks
to have a strong, biracial
friend. I didn’t want to
just stick to having Black
characters. Yes, there’s
racism and there’s so many
things going on, but we are
part of the world. And for me,
I’m passionate about saying,
here I am, this is who I am,
and I’m part of it. We’ve been
here forever.

You have crafted three
strong, multifaceted
lead characters in
Toks Ade, Coretta
Davis and Philip
Dean. How did you
manage to craft such
distinctive characters
within your story?
When the idea for Deadly
Sacrifice came, the first one
was Toks Ade. I wanted her
to be representative, to be
a Black African woman and
to struggle with weight like
most women. But as the
story formed, I thought - oh,
she can’t be all on her own
and she has to start from
somewhere. So, Toks was
a uniformed police officer
who then became a trainee
detective. I also wanted her
to have a strong mentor.
If she didn’t have a strong

There have been a few
literary articles and
opinion pieces about
the rise of Black and
African crime fiction.
Why do you think the
genre has found favour
with many writers?
I don’t know whether you
write what you read, or what
you’re interested in. When
I started out with writing a
literary book, which is still
in a drawer, I was just kind
of playing with it and at the
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very end, I gave myself a few
years to write the work. Then
I found the publisher, but I
was on the point of changing
my life, I just got married,
I was having babies and
starting an education. So, I
left the literary work.
I love crime fiction, so I
thought let me try to write
crime. When I started crime
fiction, the landscape was
white, but beautiful. I love
crime fiction so I can still
relate to the books. But in
the process of me writing
Deadly Sacrifice and getting
published, it took fifteen
years. During that time,
Black people and people of
colour started writing crime
fiction. I don’t think it was
just kind of like a trend, it
was just people that decided
look, actually I like crime
fiction and I would like to
write crime fiction. We’re still
a handful, but I was quite
excited to see that people
were cropping up around the
world to write crime fiction. I
admire authors like Dorothy
Koomson, Louise Hare, Leye
Adenle, Vaseem Khan and
Nadine Matheson.
Crime fiction is a form that
you can make into anything.
You can put your message in

it if you want. Most people
want to write literary fiction
or memoirs. But few people
write crime; maybe that will
change in the future. The
more of us that write, the
more people would see that
it’s not impossible to write.
Younger people that want
to write can feel that there
are people like them that are
writing crime and they can do
it too. For me, when I started
out, I felt like an imposter.
So, daring, you know, to want
to write crime fiction.

“For me, when I
started out, I felt
like an imposter. So
daring, you know, to
want to write crime
fiction.”

have stories in my head, but
the form of the story is so
important, that’s the beauty.
You don’t have to wait as long
as I did for you to hone your
craft. Mine kind of evolved
over time. If you really want
to do it, you can.
And, you can actually write
anywhere. I remember telling
someone that I will probably
start writing my next book
on a phone. One of my best
articles on Medium, a food
article, was written on my
phone. You don’t have to
wait for a particular moment;

you can steal moments. You
don’t have to be sitting down
and waiting for it to happen,
because it won’t. Time just
passes you by, really.

I read that Deadly
Sacrifice was inspired
by true events. How
did you research the
novel?
The first inclination of Deadly
Sacrifice, before I thought
of Toks Ade, was about a
journalist who was in crime,
but she wasn’t Coretta. So,

What advice would you
give to BIPOC authors
who want to write
crime and thriller?
The advice I’ll give to you
is to read. You can’t write
what you don’t know. Almost
to the point of obsession, I
read. If you don’t read you
don’t write, that’s number
one. Number two: if you
want to write, you have to
learn the craft of writing.
Most people that are writing
now are also getting their
masters in Fine Arts.
I went and got my masters
in IT, because I love IT.
Maybe I should have just got
a masters in writing as well,
that would have saved me
a lot of pain because I love
stories. It is not like I don’t
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I have got life experience and
looking at characters, human
beings and how people would
act was what brought the
book together. When I sent it
off for submission to agents,
some were kind enough to
say, “Look, why don’t you do
this? Why don’t you do that?”
Every piece of feedback that
I got, I put back in. But, it
was a real-life event that
inspired the work.

How did you become
one of Jacaranda’s
Twentyin2020? And
what was it like to be
part of that?
I waited a long time and I got
to a point where I got fed up.
And I just felt, I have done
as much as I can with this
manuscript. I just want to
move on to something else.
If I can’t get it published,
I’m done.

I merged the journalist, the
person who was a true-crime
author, with Toks Ade. In
terms of research, a real-life
event happened in 2001,
where the torso of an African
boy was found in the River
Thames. So grim, really,
really horrific and the boy’s
killers were never found.
I’m very passionate about
the plight of the children
and the parts of the world

where horrific things happen
to children that are not
highlighted. Even though
the torso in the Thames was
horrific, there are other parts
of the world where things like
that happen. I didn’t want
that boy to be completely
forgotten. I didn’t like
that something so horrific
happened to a child in my
work, but I also didn’t want
to run away from something
that I know is still happening.
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I have a friend who is in the
publishing world, who told
me about the Soroptimist
International Leeds Literary
Prize (SI Leeds Literary
Prize) for female Black and
Asian unpublished writers.
I was very reluctant to
enter because I just felt
I’d never win anything. But
she kind of begged me, so
I entered. I didn’t win but
I got shortlisted. The SI
Leeds literary prize didn’t
go “Oh you’re shortlisted,
bye.” One gift they gave
shortlisted authors was
to attend a workshop in
partnership with New Writing
North. New Writing North
is incredible at nurturing
their writers. So, I went to

a workshop for pitching to
agents. The Sl Leeds Literary
Prize got my feet wet. So, I
thought, there’s something
to this work, it is not just me
imagining things.
Then my friend told me
about Jacaranda’s Twenty
in 2020 initiative and
said they wanted authors.
I entered and thought I
probably didn’t get it. Then
months later, I got an email
saying congratulations, you
are picked out as one of
our 2020 authors. I have
been honoured to know
the authors and to read the
books. I’m on my way to
gathering all twenty. I haven’t
got all of them, but I am
nearly there.
I don’t know if it’s just
authors or authors of colour,
but if your book is just midlist
at a big publisher because
you’re just starting out, you
might get lost in the process
and you might feel hurt.
They’re so focused on their
best: it’s a business. Being
part of the Twenty in 2020
made me feel nurtured.
Jacaranda did a lot for us to
feel confident to say: “Okay,
yeah, I can do it, I can go on
to the next work and I can
do more work now.” It’s the
nurturing aspect of it that
new authors need.
Writing is not a one-shot
thing. For me, it’s lifelong.
I will write till I drop. I’m
not here to rush over each
of my works. I’m not here
saying, I must make millions
for my work. My message,
my essence, is what I’m
putting out there. So, if I’m

doing that, I want a home.
But publishers have to be
conscious, I feel, when new
authors start out that they
also need to be nurtured and
encouraged. You just can’t
throw them aside because
maybe they didn’t make the
money you wanted first time.
That can destroy future work.

“Publishers have to
be conscious, I feel
- when new authors
start out they also
need to be nurtured
and encouraged.”
I really enjoyed how
you incorporated
religion and Black
magic into the story.
Was it difficult to write
about Black magic
within the framework
of traditional crime
fiction?
I’m British Nigerian. It’s not
the norm in Britain, but in
Nigeria, the supernatural
exists side by side with daily
life. Supernatural beliefs
fascinate me and the books
I write will incorporate
supernatural aspects. But
when I say supernatural, I’m
not talking about things that
drop in the night. I’m talking
in terms of people’s beliefs
and characters and in terms
of opposites. I like looking at
the opposites of character:
the ones that do evil and
one that does justice. I think
it creates a kind of friction.
And in life, there’s lots of
friction with religion and
belief and people change
when it comes to that. It’s my

simple experience and my
background as Nigerian. It is
part and parcel of what I will
do in some of my work.
Editors, though, might come
back and say, “take away
this aspect of this magic,
it might not work or take
away that aspect.” I cut out
some aspects in Deadly
Sacrifice because it might
not work within the context
of the book. But you can
incorporate anything in crime
fiction, as long as it’s part of
the story, the dynamics and
it is woven into your work.

As an avid reader, can
you recommend three
excellent novels?
Instead of three novels, I will
give you five authors: Susan
Hill. She writes the Simon
Serrailler series. Andrea
Camilleri. He writes the
Inspector Montalbano series.
Stieg Larsson. He wrote the
Millennium series. Lee Child
and Jo Nesbo.
Stella is writing a cosy
mystery series as well as
continuing with writing the
next books in the Toks Ade
series. One of her short
stories will be available in
Midnight Hour, an anthology
by Authors of Color that will
be published by Crooked
Lane in November 2021.
You can connect with Stella
on Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook and visit her
website here.
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How Independent Children’s
Bookshops Have Thrived During
COVID-19
By Michaela O’Callaghan and
L aura Jones
Over the past year, children’s
booksellers have displayed
creativity and innovation,
remaining focused at all
times on connecting with
their community of booklovers. Let us take a look
at a few independent
children’s bookshops that
have been smashing it
throughout the pandemic.

Tales on Moon Lane
Tales on Moon Lane
absolutely dominated the
British Book Awards this
year, winning both the
Children’s Bookseller of
the Year and Book Retailer
of the Year awards. In the
latter, this small independent
beat retailers such as Tesco
and Sainsbury’s! Their
YouTube channel, Moon
Lane TV, has been a fierce
success, running storytelling
sessions and several highprofile author events. They
also went the extra mile
by offering Zoom-based
shopping for customers.
Tales on Moon Lane has
a lot to offer with three
bookshops, an education

business and a community
interest company. You can
find out more here.

Chicken and Frog
Based in Essex, Chicken and
Frog is a delightful children’s
bookstore that has worked
collectively with a range of
other businesses over the
last twelve months. Natasha
Radford, co-owner of
Chicken and Frog says:
“during lockdown we
have reached out to the
community, with online
events for readers of
all ages. Authors and
illustrators joined us, as
well as storytellers and even
a yoga instructor! We also
worked closely with other
independent businesses and
a local theatre, to provide inperson events last summer,
when we could meet outside.
It’s been a rollercoaster of a
year, but one that we have
thrived in.”
You can find out more about
Chicken and Frog on their
website.
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The Book Nook
Based in Hove, the Book
Nook is popular with a host
of children’s authors and
illustrators, including Vashti
Hardy, Nick Sharratt and
Steven Lenton. The Book
Nook is an award-winning
children’s bookshop with the
belief that “there is a book
out there for every child.”
It is clear from the moment
you visit their website that
they are on a mission to
connect children with books.
The Book Nook regularly
hosts a plethora of events,
bringing books to life and
uniting young readers with
their favourite authors and
illustrators. Even during the
difficulty of a pandemic, they
hosted best-selling author,
Onjali Q. Raúf. Everything
about this phenomenal
independent is aimed at
bringing books into the lives
of children, with an extensive
range of signed books, gifts,
a child-friendly Little Nook
café and partnership with
The Brighton Festival.

The Alligator’s Mouth
Surrey-based bookshop,
The Alligator’s Mouth, has a
true passion for supporting
their community of young
book-lovers and has not
dwindled in the last year.
We particularly love their
digital storytime offerings
and Comics Club online
event, the perfect genre for
engaging reluctant readers!
Margaret, co-owner of The
Alligator’s Mouth, discusses
how they handled the
pandemic:
“during lockdown we
offered local home delivery
on foot and bike, online
consultations, storytimes
and continued to provide
books for schools. We also
successfully promoted and
enhanced our subscription
offer and we’ll continue
doing all these things. It’s
been tough, but we really feel
that our ability to maintain
the service we provide has
embedded us even more
firmly in the community.
We’ve been profoundly
moved by this, as the
support and love of our
customers has kept us
grounded and focused. The
pandemic has shown that
books are essential to our
wellbeing – this is especially
so for children.”

Wonderland Bookshop
(The Barrister in
Wonderland)
After reopening in November
2019, this bookshop in
North Nottinghamshire
has proved itself as a shop
to watch! They set up the
#PayItForward initiative
which began in March 2020,
after a generous customer
donated money to people
in need. This spiraled into a
beautifully uplifting scheme,
in which individuals within
the community were sent a
book from donated funds.
The success of this project
meant that they could donate
several books to Bassetlaw
Foodbank. You can find
out more about this lovely
bookshop here.
These spotlighted bookshops
are just some of the
independent businesses
doing amazing things in
tumultuous times. The Seven
Stories bookshop, part of the
National Centre for Children’s
Books, has collaborated
with the National Centre
for Children’s Books on
large online children’s
events. Meanwhile, Bags
of Books in Lewes, East
Sussex, had a new owner
who moved in March 2020.
Rachel revitalised the layout
of the shop, alongside

successfully managing a
new role during a pandemic.
Many independent general
bookshops have also
supported children’s reading
with excellent online events
such as The Edinburgh
Bookshop, who combined
three shops together for
an events programme.
Meanwhile, Far From The
Madding Crowd curated
a home learning zone to
support children.
As a team, we would like
to say a big thank you to
each and every bookshop
for enriching children’s lives
with great literature! A lot
of children’s bookshops
added to their offerings with
an online service through
Bookshop.org. Please show
your support by buying a
book through one of their
storefronts.
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Golden Greek Retellings to
Look Out For

By Juliette Tulloch and Maisie
Jane Garvin

Since last year, the
demand for Greek
mythology retellings
have risen, either retold
in their own time or
reimagined for the
modern day. The blue
and gold details on the
book covers make a
beautiful collection that
will make any mythology
fanatics happy.
Authors such as
Madeline Miller and
Stephen Fry are well
established in this
particular genre, but we
have recently seen the
publication of some new
additions that are sure
to get our imaginations
running wild...

Pandora’s Jar: Women
in the Greek Myths by
Natalie Haynes

The Children of
Jocasta by Natalie
Haynes

From the author that brought
us the bestselling novel A
Thousand Ships, Haynes
returns with a retelling of
the most prominent female
figures in Greek mythology.
Placing women at the
forefront of originally maledominated perspectives.

Published in 2018, T
 he
Children of Jocastais
another novel by Natalie
Haynes. The story follows
Jocasta and Ismene, two
overlooked female characters
in the Greek mythology of
Oedipus. Jocasta is ordered
to marry an older man and
stranger, the King of Thebes,
whilst Ismene is attacked at
her palace. The book follows
these two tragedies from a
feminist perspective, putting
a modern and interesting
spin on an ancient story. The
cover represents this tragic
unravelling of the women’s
stories. Though they are
shown as oblivious Greek
statues, they stand out in
bold orange, reaching across
the page to one another.
Recommended by Madeline
Miller as “passionate and
gripping,” this is a must-read
for those who love the genre.

Each chapter encompasses
a different tale, including
Artemis, Hera, Medea, and
of course, Pandora. The light
blue hardback is printed with
simple gold lines depicting
Pandora’s striking eyes. And
yes, the title, Pandora’s Jar
refers to a mistranslation in
the 16th century of Pandora’s
Box, when it was originally a
jar. This is the first of Hayne’s
non-fiction works and it is
a thorough dive into how
feminists of today’s age view
the women at the heart of
these Greek tragedies.
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Ariadne by Jennifer
Saint
This Greek retelling follows
the lives of Theseus, Ariadne
and the Minotaur. Ariadne
has often been mentioned
in passing, but she has not
been explored in depth. The
hardback edition of Saint’s
debut novel is adorned with
stunning gold leaves and
a contrasting royal blue, a
simple yet elegant design
that emphasises the power
of Ariadne’s name. First
published in March 2021, it
is clear that the hardback
edition was designed with
previous successful books in
mind to draw in the specific
audience. The paperback
version is just as beautiful,
using the colour block theme
that has popularised front
covers since last summer.

above the women figures,
a constant reminder of the
ten-year war. The subtle
colours of purple upon the
cover perhaps symbolises
the magic and mystery in this
Greek Mythology retelling.
Looking for similar books that
have elements of fantasy but
are situated in a different
era and place? Sistersong by
Lucy Holland is based on the
folk ballad The Two Sisters
and is set in the Dark Ages of
Britain. Also, Elodie Harper’s
debut, The Wolf Den, follows
main protagonist Amara and
her life after being sold to a
brothel in Pompeii.

Check out this beautiful
display of popular
Greek retellings at a
Waterstones in Exeter:

The Women of Troy b
y
Pat Barker
Following her bestselling
novel, The Silence of the
Girls, this sequel continues
the well-known story of the
fall of Troy and the Greek’s
triumph. The hardback
edition is set for release on
26 August this year, so make
sure to mark the date in your
calendars! The narrative
follows the story of Briseis
(fans of Miller’s The Song of
Achilles will be especially
pleased with this) and her
story after surviving the
Trojan War.
The front cover of The
Women of Troy is especially
poignant, with the
overshadowing Trojan horse
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A Publishing Hopeful’s Perspective
on Literary Festivals
By Michaela O’Callaghan

Do you have any
advice for publishing
hopefuls wanting to
gain experience at a
literary festival?
My advice would be to
do your research, really
show you are interested in
the festival you would be
working for and take as many
opportunities for experience
as you can. I was quite
interested in the children’s
events and schools outreach
work as that is an area of
publishing I would really
like to get into, so I spoke
about that in my cover letter
which I think really showed
I had investigated what the
festival is about and what
they do, outside of the main
programme.

We chat to Emma Hewetson
about her internship at
Stratford-Upon-Avon Literary
Festival to get the lowdown
on the benefits of gaining
experience at festivals, the
clash between physical and
online events and how you
can make applications shine!

What skills do you
need to succeed in
a role at a literary
festival?
You definitely need to be
organised and adept at
prioritising and juggling
tasks. In the run up to and
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during the festival things will
get busy and you need to be
prepared and keep a cool
head. Also, problem solving
skills! Things will go wrong
sometimes, and that is okay,
as long as you can come up
with a quick and solid way to
fix them.

How did you make
the most out of your
internship?
Annie, the director, was
amazing at making sure I
was in the background of
almost all of her meetings,
even if it was just a budget
or fundraising chat. I got to
see all aspects of running
the festival as a whole, not
just the events I was directly
involved with. Also, I made
sure to say yes to as many
of the opportunities offered
as possible!

What has been your
favourite part about
your internship?
Watching the event
recordings was really
exciting! I got to see

interviews with authors
whose work I have read and
admired for a long time,
which was amazing. But
also the opportunities for
networking, liaising with
people who work at schools,
bookshops, publishing
houses and members of the
public was really eye-opening
and it was great to be talking
to different kinds of people
every day.

Would you recommend
gaining experience at
a literary festival to
others?
Definitely! I’ve developed
so many skills, networking
and communication,
administrative work,
planning, scheduling,
organising, liaising with
others, copywriting skills,
social media skills, how to
use content management
systems, how to use
TicketSource, even how to do
a risk assessment!

How did Stratford
Literary Festival
handle the decision
between going online
and considering
physical events?
Live events were great during
the height of the pandemic
when people had nothing
else to do but it is harder to
sell tickets now that people
have a bit more freedom.
Venues are currently only
allowed to open to half
capacity and that is not
financially viable for smaller
festivals like Stratford who

are a charity and rely on
ticket income to survive.
They therefore had to make
the hard decision to remain
online this spring too and
work around it, which has
been hard. One thing they
did introduce to incentivise
customers was a season
pass which included thirtythree of the main events for
just £30! I think the general
feeling is that everyone is
desperate to get back to
live events and Stratford
are planning to be in-person
again in the autumn as long,
as restrictions allow.

gets to choose varieties and
labels for their personal
sherry. We were kindly gifted
a bottle to auction off by
Simon Armitage, the current
laureate, as a fundraiser
which was very cool!

Thank you for chatting
to us and we wish you
the best of luck in your
job search!

So, do you think this
is the end of online
literary festivals?
Not necessarily! People
who would not usually
come to events because of
accessibility, monetary, or
location reasons have been
able to attend more than
ever before, and I think that
is a market the industry will
not want to lose. I do not
think it will ever be a huge
competitor for live events,
people always love to see
and connect with other
people, but maybe more
events will be recorded and
put up for online access and
watching back.

Finally, what was the
most surprising thing
that you learnt about
literary festivals?
Something funny I did find
out is that the Poet Laureate
is paid partly in Sherry! It is
something to do with an old
law, but each Poet Laureate
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Not to be Overlooked
By Emily Simms and Emma
Wallace
Not To Be Overlooked
introduces a variety of
wonderful but lesser-known
books to assist readers
in finding their next great
reads. This week’s column
covers reviews of The
Book Collectors of Daraya
by Delphine Minoui and
Happening by Annie Ernaux.

The Book Collectors
of Daraya by Delphine
Minoui. Trans by Lara
Vergnaud
Delphine Minoui, the awardwinning French journalist
specialising in the Iranian
world, came across a photo
by chance on Facebook
that led to the origins
of this incredible book.
Captioned “the secret library
of Daraya,” this suburb of
Damascus in Syria is usually
synonymous with rebels,
siege and destruction, but
this book captures the
essence of Daraya, which
is its people. I initially
gravitated towards this book
after reading the tagline of
the “underground library”,
which is so integral to the
core of the story, but it was
the lives of the librarians that
I became invested in.

Covering the span of the
four-year siege by Syrian
government forces from
2012–2016, Minoui
pieces together Skype
conversations, WhatsApp
messages and recorded
footage, to paint a picture
of the landscape of Daraya
and the library they forged
from the literal rubble.
Ahmed is the first voice we
are introduced to: a twentythree-year-old, before the
revolution a civil engineering
student, who had dreams
of becoming a journalist.
Whilst his family fled to a
neighbouring town when they
could, Ahmed stayed behind
to expose the truth and fight
for his generation’s right
to peace and democracy.
The book questions, “What
does a reader look like?”
In one of the photos in the
book, Omar, another of the
librarians and anti-Assad
fighter, is sat reading in the
mini library he had built on
the front line. Whilst as many
as eighty barrel bombs fell on
Daraya daily, what remained
of their community came
together to educate one
another and provide a safe
space for education. Reading
is and always has been an
act of transgression against
deception and ignorance.
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As a work of non-fiction, it
is one of the most emotive
and informative accounts
of humanity that I have ever
read. Despite never having
visited Daraya or witnessed
the marvel of the secret
library, Minoui is able to
create a fully formed image
of the people and place
that this book is an ode to.
As a westerner, it is easy
to detach ourselves from
the news and the stories
we read of “another place”
and while buildings fall, we

can overlook the people
they belong to. This book
tells the story of a group of
young Syrian revolutionaries,
booklovers and activists,
who whilst abandoned by the
world, fought for their right to
live in a better world.

Happening by Annie
Ernaux. Trans Tanya
Leslie
It was while reading an article
in The Atlantic on Cèline
Sciamma’s Portrait of a
Lady on Fire that I first came

across Annie Ernaux’s work.
Credited by Sciamma as the
inspiration for her radical
and refreshing depiction of
abortion, Happening is an
autobiographical recollection
of Ernaux’s experiences as
a young woman in 1963,
following her discovery that
she is pregnant. Twentythree, unattached and fearful
of the social stigma that will
come from her unmarried
status, Ernaux knows that
she cannot keep the child.
Abortion is illegal in a France
and few safe avenues are
available, prompting Ernaux
not only to make a vain
attempt at self-administering
the abortion with a knitting
needle, but to seek out
an operation that almost
kills her.
One of the most engrossing
aspects of the novel is the
fact that Happening does not
treat any of these details as a
spoiler. It is a story told with
the hindsight of forty years
and is far more concerned
with the repercussions
of these events, than
the events themselves.
Happening frames itself
as an investigation into
unforgettable moments and
the influence that they exert
over people’s psyches. It
attempts to piece together,
with startling detail, the

chain of happenings that
come to determine Ernaux’s
later life.
Beautifully translated by
Tanya Leslie, the writing style
complements the strippedback simplicity of the
Fitzcarraldo Edition covers.
It is sparsely told with almost
alarming levels of Stoicism
and equally harrowing levels
of detail, which might be
unnerving for many. The
sections which recount
Ernaux’s botched abortion
are especially jarring, given
Ernaux’s fastidiousness.
There is, however, both a
lyricism and a resolve within
Ernaux’s writing, one which
both humanises abortion
and reminds its reader of the
casualties when laws that
prohibit access to it persist.
Ernaux’s novella is a piece
of social history that, sadly,
remains ever pertinent, given
the still contentious nature
of abortion in France and
elsewhere. Happening seems
in many ways conscious
that it is one story among
many about the impacts of
abortion restrictions. It is a
brief account, which offers
us a window, almost like
the pane of a tapestry, into
a story that feels part of a
wider narrative.
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Job Opportunities

Internship, Eve White
Literary Agency
Closing Date: 21 June
Salary: £22,000 pro rata

By Jennifer Hill and L eah Bird

Customer Service
Assistant, Oxford
University Press
Closing Date: 7 June
Salary: £18,000 plus £500
retention payment at end of
4-month contract
Oxford University Press
are looking for four new
assistants to help in their
customer service team. You
will be helping customers,
providing them with quality
assistance and looking after
the platform service.
Duties will include helping
with orders, responding to
queries, assisting with order
processes, and providing
technical and onboard
support.
The ideal candidate will have
experience troubleshooting
issues, great attention to
detail, have knowledge
of customer service, be
focused, and have some
office-based experience. For
more details click here.

Marketing and
Publicity Assistant,
Verso Books

Location: London

Closing Date: 13 June
Salary: London Living Wage
Location: Remote but later
based in London
Verso Books are searching
for an intern to assist in their
marketing and publicity
department. You will get
to work with publicists
on campaigns, help with
marketing activities and
assist with coming up
with ideas to help engage
audiences and readers,
as well as general
administrative tasks.
You must have knowledge
of Verso’s lists and authors,
have some experience with
working on social media, an
interest in non-traditional
brand engagement and
excellent copy-writing skills.
You will also be enthusiastic
about communicating their
books online and reaching
new audiences, as well as
knowledge of different
media brands, an interest in
design and visual content,
be willing to assist in
administration and have
an interest in working in
marketing and publicity.
For more details, click here.
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Internships/
Traineeships
Editorial Internship,
Verso Books
Closing Date: 13 June
Salary: London Living Wage
Location: Remote but later
based in London
Verso Books are searching
for an intern for a six-month
internship in their editorial
department. The intern will
be assisting the editorial
team in producing online
content, general admin and
working with authors and
foreign publishers.
You must have knowledge
of both digital and print
media such as broadsheets,
magazines and periodicals.
You must also have
knowledge of Verso’s lists,
be able to bring your own
ideas to the table and be
committed to assisting
with their political and
intellectual projects.
For more details, click here.

Eve White Literary Agency is
looking for an intern to train
in all areas of the agency’s
work alongside Director
Eve White and Agent Ludo
Cinelli. The successful
candidate will have a varied
role with responsibilities
such as maintaining the
agency website and Twitter,
managing diaries for Eve
White and drafting agency
rights guides.
You will need to show
evidence of your excellent
communication and
organisational skills,
attention to detail and a
deep interest in books and
the publishing industry.
You will also need strong
numerical skills.
For more details, click here.

Your responsibilities will
include developing content
for publication on their apps
and websites, uploading
material to their database
and working closely with their
Senior Digital Editor, Editors
and Editorial Assistant to
ensure content is published
according to brief.
The ideal candidate will
have an aptitude for learning
new digital systems, good
time management and
prioritisation and an eye
for detail.
For more details, click here.

Publishing Assistant
Apprentice, Pushkin
Press
Closing Date: 30 June
Salary: £21,000 per annum
Pushkin Press is looking
for a Production Assistant
Apprentice to join their
team to assist and report
to the Managing Editor.

Responsibilities will include
overseeing the production
process from receipt of
files through to delivery
for new paperbacks,
offsets and bound proofs
across all imprints and
developing and maintaining
good relationships with
freelancers. You will also be
preparing for and attending
the weekly production
meeting.
The successful candidate
will pass a face-to-face
screening interview with
their Talent Team and sit
initial assessments in Maths
and English. You will also
need excellent organisation
skills, an interest in the
book production process
and previous experience in
an admin-based role is also
desirable. For more details,
click here.

Editorial Intern,
Class Professional
Publishing
Closing Date: 18 June
Salary: £18,000 per annum
Location: Bridgwater,
Somerset
Class Publishing is looking
for an editorial intern to
join them for six months
to provide support for the
editorial department on
their growing list of digital
resources.
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Three LGBTQ+
Publishers to Check Out
During Pride Month
By Billi Jones , Jess Emery and
S ofia Brizio
It’s our favourite time of the
year again! Pride Month is
the perfect opportunity to
dive into the lesser-known
corners of the LGBTQ+
publishing community, so
today we are recommending
three publishers that are
all about that rainbow flag.
Make sure to check them out
and support them!

Lethe Press
Founded in 2001 by author
Steve Berman, Lethe Press is
one of the larger gay presses
specialising in gay romance,
gay fiction, transgender and
genderqueer fiction.

series of anthologies,
titled Transcendent,
which showcases their
wonderful transgender and
genderqueer speculative
fiction. Their imprint Tincture
provides an outlet for the
voices of LGBTQ+ authors
of colour, publishing books
like Walking the Tightrope:
Poetry and Prose by LGBTQ+
writers from Africa. There
truly is something for
everyone!
Their books are available
in libraries and brick-andmortar bookstores, but can
also be found and browsed

“We’re queer and you better
be okay with that!” screams
their website, and that alone
is pretty promising if you
ask us. Named after the
Greek river of memory and
forgetfulness, Lethe Press
is devoted to ideas that are
often neglected or forgotten
by mainstream publishers.
They publish a variety of
historical fiction, science
fiction, horror and dark
fantasy books, including
their award-winning
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massively creative queer lit
scene that’s emerging in the
UK, and we’re really excited
to see where that takes us
as publishers and about the
writers we’ll come across as
we go along.”
For more information,
check out their website
or follow them on Twitter
@CipherPress.
by category on their website.
If you’re a writer looking to
publish with an inclusive
publisher, Lethe Press are
open to submissions until 1
November 2021. Follow them
on Twitter @lethepress.

Cipher Press
We at The Publishing Post
could not be more excited
about Cipher Press, an
independent publisher
dedicated solely to queer and
trans writing. Launched in
August 2020 by co-founders
Ellis and Jenn, Cipher was
something truly spectacular
to be born out of the mayhem
of the pandemic.
Cipher Press set the tone for
success with Jess Arndt’s
spectacular short story
collection, Large Animals,
and have since published
an array of gripping work.
Other highly acclaimed
titles to have been printed in
less than one exciting year
include Sara Jaffe’s Dryland
and Brontez Purnell’s 100
Boyfriends, both laden with
the transgressive, hilarious
and heart-wrenching
storylines and characters
typical of queer literature.

of their diverse categories,
which benefits the
representation of all children
and cultivates empathy
and understanding through
education.
If you’re interested in
learning more about Jessica
Kingsley Publishers, visit
their website or find their
Twitter @JKPBooks.

Jessica Kingsley
Publishers
We briefly spoke to Jenn at
Cipher Press, who said:
“Our mission with Cipher
was to create a dedicated
publishing platform for queer
and trans writers, and to
publish the kind of stories we
– as queer people – felt were
still missing from bookshops.
We’re still a very new press
but over the past year we’ve
had the absolute pleasure to
work with some incredible
authors. We feel very lucky
to have brought Jess Arndt,
Sara Jaffe, and Brontez
Purnell to UK readers and
are excited to be publishing
debut trans author Alison
Rumfitt this October.
We’ve also been so privileged
to work with some amazing
UK queer writers via our
Cipher Shorts series, from
Shola von Reinhold to Isabel
Waidner to So Mayer and
Huw Lemmey. And so many
others! One of the best things
about Cipher so far has
been the fact we feel part
of the growing, evolving and

“We believe in the
importance of promoting
diversity, which is why we
publish authors who have
lived experiences of the
topics we cover.”
While not exclusively focused
on publishing LGBTQ+
titles, it is impossible to
deny the importance of
Jessica Kingsley Publishers’
catalogue. This multinational
publishing house began in
1987 with a focus on books
on autism, social work and
arts therapies. Since then,
they have expanded their
catalogue to include an
even wider range of topics,
including an extensive range
of works focused on gender
diversity.
Publishing works by the likes
of Juno Roche, Meg-John
Barker and Alex Iantaffi,
Jessica Kingsley Publishers
platforms the voices of
those who have first-hand
experience relating to the
topic of gender diversity.
Furthermore, they publish
children’s books across all
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Shortlisted Authors of the
International Booker Prize 2021
By A meenah K han, Holly Mahoney, Caitlin Evans and Emma Carey

T

he International Booker Prize (formerly known as Man
Booker International Prize) is an international literary
award that is hosted in the United Kingdom. Previously,
until 2015, the award was presented every two years
to an author of any nationality published in English, or whose
work was available in English translation. This previous award
was a recognition of the author’s body of work rather than any
one title. However, this changed in 2016. The International
Booker Prize is now awarded annually for a single book which
is translated into English and published in either the UK or
Ireland. Like The Booker Prize, the winner is awarded £50,000
prize money which is divided equally between the author and
translator. Each shortlisted author and translator also receives
£1,000. This year’s winner was announced on 2 June, so let’s
take a look at the 2021 shortlisted authors:

At Night All Blood is Black, David Diop, trans. Anna
Moschovakis
The Dangers of Smoking in Bed, Mariana Enriquez, trans.
Megan McDowell
The War of the Poor, Eric Vuillard, trans. Mark Polizzotti
In Memory of Memory, Maria Stepanova, trans. Sasha Dugdale
The Employees, Olga Ravn, trans. Martin Aitken
When We Cease to Understand the World, Benjamin Labatut,
trans. Adrian Nathan West

One spectacular read
which made its way onto
the shortlist, and went on
to win the prize, is David
Diop’s At Night All Blood Is
Black. Published by Pushkin
Press and translated by
Anna Moschovakis from
French, the novel showcases
themes of friendship and
condemnation of armed
conflict. The storyline
follows two Senegalese best
friends who are fighting in
a war against the French.
When one of them loses
the other, he is fixed on
avenging the death of his
more-than-brother. The
readers of the book are
able to take a step into the
mind of the protagonist and
experience the pain he is
feeling after losing a loved
one. Described as a novel
that “captures the tragedy of
a young man’s mind hurtling
towards madness,” the
book is an informative and
heartbreaking read. Taking
time out to read this novel is
most definitely worth it!
The Dangers of Smoking in
Bed was originally published
in Spanish in 2009, as a
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contemporary urban horror
set in Argentina. Mariana
Enqriuez’s tale has now
been translated by Megan
McDowell and published
by Granta Books. The book
weaves an intricate narrative
filled with social conscience
and moral dilemma,
fetish and obsession and
even ghosts and witches.
Enriquez’s successful past
of captivating fiction and
travel writing has captured
the attention of many and
this anticipated read is no
exception.
Eric Vuillard also made
the shortlist with his newly
translated book The War
of the Poor. Vuillard is a
critically acclaimed French
author, with nine books and
a handful of prestigious
French literary prizes to
his name. The War of the
Poor, published in 2020,
was quickly snapped up by
translator Mark Polizzotti
for Pan Macmillan. The
novel is a work of historical
fiction which focuses on the
long history of inequality,
specifically in the era of
the Protestant Reformation
of 16th century Europe. It
describes chaos, disparity
and controversy in a
strikingly prevalent way.
Another incredibly strong
novel gracing the shortlist
is Maria Stepanova’s
In Memory of Memory.
Through the discursive and
metamorphosing narrative
and the narrator’s lens,
Stepanova accomplishes an
expansive and enthralling
discussion of memory. While
toying with the very idea

of memory more widely,
Stepanova achieves this
through a personal review
of individual recollection
displayed in conversation
with theories of writers such
as Barthes and Pasternak,
among others. This book
demonstrates an exciting
blend of fictional and nonfictional forms and is most
definitely one to watch on
this wildly diverse shortlist.
The last, but by no means
least, two shortlisted novels
which offer two further
unique literary works. Ravn’s
The Employees critiques
and unpicks the nature of
life as dictated by work and
the workplace through the
futuristic space setting of the
Six-Thousand ship. Whereas
Labatut’s When We Cease to
Understand the World pulls
us into a world of science
and scientific discovery with
its story navigating the lives
of said scientists themselves.
Both novels offer astonishing

new ideas and formal
innovation that makes this
year’s international shortlist
so exciting.
After sixteen years in the
game, the International
Booker Prize has set forth
a vast talent pool of writers
and renowned titles. With
that, it is no surprise that this
year boasts another diverse
shortlist of contenders. There
is a story for many literary
tastes and bookish wishlists,
from historical fiction and
urban horror to futuristic and
scientific approaches.
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Hopefuls Interview with the Cofounder of Cradlebeam Magazine
By K ayley Stanbridge

This issue, we speak with
Petra, a co-founder of the
magazine Cradlebeam, which
focuses on championing
the voices of emerging
creatives – writers, visual
artists, photographers and
musicians. Petra explains
that an important part of
Cradlebeam is breaking
down the barriers between
creators and editors. The
team who run the magazine
“explicitly encourage”
contributors to share their
thoughts about people they
“would like to nominate for
future features, regardless
of the scope of their creative
projects.” Cradlebeam
currently provides features,
Q&As and reviews on either
a specific piece of work, or
a portfolio that has caught
their attention, all of which
are curated by Petra and her
close friend Nic.
In terms of the inspiration
behind Cradlebeam
magazine, Petra tells us that
“as a periodically hopeful/
less writer myself, I know
firsthand how daunting

it may seem to approach
industry professionals,
especially if one’s work
still feels sacredly private.”
Additionally, as someone who
has done her “fair share of
querying and cold-pitching”,
Petra says “nothing helps
quite like having an outlet
without stipulations.”
Cradlebeam helps to reduce
this stress put on creatives
and aims to showcase talent
no matter how extensive their
portfolio.
Cradlebeam was launched
in March this year, and
since then Petra has been
completing her master’s
degree, whilst Nic has been
looking for a job. In terms of
the challenges that Petra and
Nic have faced during this
period, she explains that “the
biggest challenge was time
management and balancing
different responsibilities. In
today’s hustle culture, it’s
easy to convince yourself
that you can stay up for
one more hour despite your
eyes bleeding from staring
at a screen.” Moreover,
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being new to running a
platform by themselves,
Petra explains that they
learned through trial and
error. “There were times
when layouts didn’t work or
when people had ideas that
didn’t fit the message of our
platform. In these cases we’d
troubleshoot: first, update
each other about the state
of things, then brainstorm
potential solutions and
involve contributors if
needed. We had to outsource
frequently, consult people
we knew who had more
experience in web design,
ask for general advice, etc.”
In terms of the skills that
Petra has developed during
this process, she tells
us that “communication
is the biggest one. Until
recently, I had only been on
the other end of the line,
wanting to get my pieces
noticed… Suddenly, I was
making the executive call
over what makes the cut
to get published and that
required absolute openness.”
She explains further that

“approaching people and
organisations to give us
shoutouts or collaborate
is another area where one
needs to be hands-on and
direct… It’s a mixture of
skills that sharpen each
day if you start your own
publication. You’ll be wearing
many hats at once, which I
believe prepares you greatly
for any future endeavours.”
Looking at the goals that
Petra has for the magazine,
she tells us, “now that our
lives have calmed down for a
bit, we would like to continue
putting effort into developing
a supportive community that
takes pride in its members’
successes. As more people
contribute, I would personally
like to create a newsletter
that would update everybody
on new projects. We want to
be a place people follow even
after having been featured.”
In terms of other publications
that inspire Petra, she tells
us that, “when it comes to
print publications, I’ve got
to say Mslexia – it gives
a cosy and close-knit feel
to the women’s writing
community”. In terms of
digital publications, Petra
says that “Aurelia magazine
would be my go-to pick –
their column Literal Hotties
is marvellous and the girls
behind the publication
possess perseverance with
their specific vision of the
magazine that ought to
be admired.”
Petra tells us that
Cradlebeam’s submissions
are open and that they are
“happy to receive short

fiction, visual portfolios or
audio links. Don’t worry
about sounding official,
just tell us something about
yourself: what you do and
why you do it, or whether
checked trousers are hot
or not (to help us settle the
debate once and for all).
Let us know at create@
cradlebeam.com”
Petra explains that her
ideal publishing role would
be in either editorial or
publicity. In terms of why
Petra wants to work in
publishing, she explains, “I
have always advocated for
the importance of fiction in
reference to real life. I come
from Slovakia, where it can
sometimes still be a battle
to prove that publishing and
the creative industry is a
viable career option. Since I
moved to the UK, I have seen
how much the audience can
vary and how many people
still struggle for appropriate
representation in the global
market. I think getting those
voices out there is the first
step towards erasing the
misconception about certain
creative activities being only
for certain creative people
(read: middle-class, white,
heterosexual). Cancelling
the elitism from writing,
publishing and selling books
– that’s the dream!”

Instagram: @cradlebeam
Twitter: @cradlebeam
Website: www.cradlebeam.
com
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Upcoming
Publishing Events
By Michaela O’Callaghan and
Sabeehah Saleq

Gŵyl Haf, a festival of the arts in translation

Just You and the Page

5–16 June

8 June, 7:00 p.m.

If you are interested in reading literature from a range of cultures and are
amazed by translation, this one’s for you! This year, the events include a
range of poets, publishers, authors and translators. There is a particular
focus on sign languages, Patois and Creole(s). For instance, Professor
Rachel Sutton-Spence will be discussing poetry and folklore within
BSL and Libras (Brazilian Sign Language). Talks spotlight the work of
translators and writers across the world, including Africa, the Americas,
Asia and Europe. Listen to Tishani Doshi as she discusses her two latest
poetry collections or hear from children’s writer Lawrence Schimeal
as he explores the topic of inclusivity in children’s
publishing and his experience of being translated
into 37+ languages! Find out more here.

Join Sue Gee as she
celebrates the release of
her incredible new book,
Just You and the Page:
Encounters with Twelve
Writers. In this fascinating
part memoir, part literary
biography, Gee interviews
twelve extraordinarily
different writers and
examines the inspiration and
dedication behind their work.
Register here.
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The Scottish Books
Long Weekend

SYP Oxford Book
Swap & Picnic

10–13 June

12 June

Celebrate Scotland’s writing
and publishing landscape
with this series of online
book events. Covering
everything from Gaelic fiction
to children’s storytelling,
thrillers to historical fiction,
this is a brilliant way to
explore some of the best
works from Scottish writers.
A key event of interest
will take place on 12 June
from 1.30–2.30 p.m. in
which a panel of publishing
professionals from a range
of areas within the industry
share their career journey
and offer their top tips for
publishing hopefuls. Tickets
are free to book here. Find
out more about the range of
events here.

This will be SYP Oxford’s
first in-person social event,
a lovely glimpse at future
physical events out in the
sun this summer! Keep an
eye out on their Twitter and
website for more information
and to keep up to date with
more meet ups!
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Marketing and
Publicity Virtual
Conference 2021

USTC Conference:
Gender and the Book
Trades

Poetry London
Summer 2021 Online
Readings

14–17 June

16–19 June, 10:00–5:00
p.m.

16 June, 7:00–8.30 p.m.

The Bookseller welcomes
you to the Marketing and
Publicity Conference 2021!
The theme for this year’s
conference is “Where We
Go From Here”, which will
focus on conversations about
lessons learnt over the past
year and questions of what
comes next. Some specific
topics which will be covered
include what the possible
return to “normal” means
for our mental health, how
different industries have
adapted to the pandemic and
the future of author tours in a
hybrid landscape. To be part
of the conversation, book
tickets here.

This free, virtual conference
aims to discuss the analysis
of the critical relationship
between book history and
gender. This aims to be an
engaging discussion, wherein
panelists will respond to
questions. To be part of this
important conversation,
register here.
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The perfect evening for
any poetry lover, this event
celebrates the launch of
Poetry London’s latest issue
and features readings from
Sarah Lasoye, Elisa Wouk
Almino, Hibaq Osman, Fred
D’Aguiar, Roseanne Watt
and Douglas Kearney. This
is a “pay as you feel” event,
where even the smallest
amount is accepted.
Book tickets here.

London Online Book
Fair
21 June to 1 July
London Book Fair has
organised two weeks of free
digital events from 21 June.
On Tuesday 22 June, there
will be a full day of “Industry
Insights” sessions. This
is a great opportunity for
hopefuls to hear about the
latest ideas surrounding the
book industry. The Tuesday
line-up also includes brilliant
“How To” Masterclasses.
Wednesday will explore the
question, “What’s Next for
Publishing?” and consider
the publishing industry within
the digital realm. Meanwhile,
on Thursday, there is the
chance to look at “Children’s
Edutainment as well as “The
Scholarly Stream”.
Book your free ticket here.

Wimbledon Bookfest
9–13 June
Wimbledon Bookfest’s
festival is a live in-person
event on Wimbledon
Common, so if you are
excited to get back out there
and be part of a socially
distanced and book-loving
audience, buy tickets here!
Notable events include a
conversation with Esther
Freud, on her latest book,
I Couldn’t Love You More,
and a discussion with Jane
Thynne, author of Widowland
and Aliya Ali-Afzal, author of
Would I Lie To You?, as they
discuss how to navigate the
world of publishing.

Open Book Public
Creative Writing on
Zoom
18 June, 11:30–1:00 p.m.
Calling all creative writers!
Open Book is hosting this
fantastic Zoom event, where
creative writers will come
together to look at poems
and stories on a monthly
theme and work on writing
together. This is a great
opportunity to develop your
skills! Select a date here.
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Classic Adventure Stories

By Megan Powell , Sarah
G oosem and Michael Calder

Undoubtedly, humanity has
a unique relationship with
exploration, one of equal
parts fear and intrigue.
Regrettably, over the
centuries, this dichotomy has
manifested into colonialism,
as angst and exploitation
inevitably infect expeditionist
intentions. However,
during these same periods,
classical literature embraced
the captivating nature of
exploration, bringing the
thrill of adventure to those
unable to travel.
In this issue, we’re
highlighting some classic
adventure stories which
delivered the exhilaration of
exploration to the masses.

Robinson Crusoe by
Daniel Defoe
First published in 1719,
Defoe’s classic R
 obinson
Crusoeepitomises the
adventure genre, with
the titular character
narrating his time spent
on a tropical desert
island in true travelogue

form. The narrative spans
twenty-eight years, telling
of an incredible adventure
that has resulted in this
classic being considered
the first ever English novel
due to its realistic qualities
and fascinating plot.
Undoubtedly, R obinson
Crusoe has paved the way for
more extraordinary literary
works and has been adapted
numerous times on stage and
in film.
The story follows Crusoe,
who defies his parents by
going out to sea. There, he
is met with a violent storm
that destroys his ship. Crusoe
finds himself on a desert
island, ashamed to return
home. He is placed out of
his middle-class society
and becomes free of the
confines of his parents, and
therein lie the central themes
of the novel: society and
identity. Crusoe undergoes
a transformation during
his isolation on the desert
island. He befriends Friday,
who he saves from cannibals
and who becomes his
devoted companion. There
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are many adventures that
Crusoe experiences on the
island, including gripping
encounters with captives,
cannibals and mutineers,
which combine to earn the
novel its adventure status.
Through documenting his
survival, Crusoe is able
to embark on a reflective
journey of self-discovery
alongside his expedition.
The legacy of R obinson
Crusoeis unforgettable,
which makes it the perfect
recommendation for a classic
adventure story.

Around the World in
Eighty Days by Jules
Verne
Published for English
audiences in January 1873,
A round the World in Eighty
Daysis one of Jules Verne’s
most renowned works of
fiction and continues to
enthral modern audiences
through its various
adaptations. Short on neither
adventure nor eccentricities,
the novel follows a Victorian
gentleman, Phileas Fogg,
on an expedition around

the world that takes – you
guessed it – eighty days.
Boasting an abundance of
money, time and antisocial
behaviours, Fogg, an
Aristotelian man of logic,
reason and habit, confidently
wagers his entire fortune on
the possibility of navigating
the globe in eighty days. With
no intention of losing either
social standing or wealth,
and elated by the opportunity
to prove his country club
chums wrong, Verne’s
protagonist sets off alongside
his newly appointed French
valet Passepartout on an
adventure that is about
more than just meeting
the deadline. Embracing
the notion of a classical
adventure story, A round the
World in Eighty Days delivers
the signature quest narrative,
time constraint, pursuing
antagonist and last-gasp
sprint for the finish line that
have become staples of
the genre. While the novel
also encompasses themes
pertinent to the era, such
as culture, exploration and
progression, it is the concept
of self-fulfilment that truly
etches Verne’s novel into the
history of classical literature.
During a period of rapid
expansion, A
 round the World
in Eighty Days begs the
question: what truly makes
us happy?

Treasure Island
by Robert Louis
Stevenson
Treasure Island is one of
the most celebrated and
influential adventure stories

of all time. It was first
serialised in a children’s
literary magazine in 1881
and 1882 before being
published as a complete
novel in 1883. Treasure
Island tells the story of young
Jim Hawkins, the villainous
pirate Long John Silver and
an exciting search for buried
treasure. So many of the
clichés and stereotypes that
we have come to expect
from pirate stories can
be traced directly back to
Stevenson’s novel. Treasure
Islandintroduces the idea
of ominous black spots,
pirates with talking parrots
on their shoulders and using
an ‘X’ to mark the location of
buried treasure on a map. In
particular, the character of
Long John Silver has played
a significant role in shaping
the images and mythologies
surrounding pirates in
modern popular culture. He
is opportunistic and selfserving, is missing one leg,
carries a crutch under his
left shoulder and often has
a parrot named Captain
Flint sat upon his shoulder,
squawking phrases like,
“Pieces of eight!”
The story behind Treasure
Island is also one of
adventure and imagination.
While on holiday in Scotland
one summer, Stevenson
created a map of an
imaginary island to keep
his twelve-year-old stepson
entertained during a period
of bad weather. This map
eventually became his
inspiration for Treasure
Island.
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Industry Insights: Clare Gordon
By Avneet Bains , L eyla
Mehmet, Chloe Francis and
Elizabeth Guess
For this issue, we spoke to
Clare Gordon to learn more
about her role as Fiction
Editor at Head of Zeus...

How did you get
into publishing?
Was editorial the
department you
always wanted to
be in?
Like a lot of people, I applied
to assistant jobs while I
was finishing my degree (I
did French and Spanish –
English lit is definitely not
essential!) but got nowhere.
After taking a bit of a break
to work as a translator for
an aid project in Nicaragua,
I was lucky enough to get
a month-long internship
at an agency. When that
finished, a contact through
that led to an internship
at Head of Zeus, where I
ended up taking on a temp
contract while a member
of the marketing team went
on sabbatical which led
to a permanent job when
she returned. So, I had
a lot of being in the right
place at the right time and

luck, plus being open to
working outside of my dream
department really helped.

What makes a book
stand out? Any tips for
budding writers?

What does your typical
day look like, if there
is such a thing?

Eek! This 100% varies from
reader to reader, but I’m
looking for strong characters
I can connect with and an
interesting world. Obviously,
I’d like to see a good plot too,
but the main things that
grip me are the characters
and setting.

My days can vary a lot but
they pretty much all involve
writing some kind of copy
(for covers, online listings,
catalogues, marketing
materials – you name it,
I write it!), proofreading,
speaking with the production
and sales/marketing/
publicity departments to
make sure we’re on track
with everything. Otherwise,
I might do a structural edit,
check copyedits or proofs,
discuss covers with the art
department or have meetings
with authors and agents.

Did you always want to
specialise in fiction?
Not at all. In marketing/PR
where I started out, I worked
across the whole spectrum of
books we publish, then once I
moved into editorial I worked
across adult fiction and
non-fiction. I edited a few
non-fiction books, including
one I commissioned on
socialism in Latin America,
before realising I wanted to
specialise in fiction.
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As an editor, what is
the editing process
like? Can you give us a
snapshot?
As far as I can tell, this totally
varies from person to person.
For me, I’ll read the full
manuscript through once as
if it’s any other book, taking
no notes. Once I’ve finished,
I’ll jot down all my first
impressions and questions
that arose during that first
read. Then I’ll read again
with the full story in mind,
keeping a note of characters
and main events, as well as
anything that stands out to
me as particularly working
or not working with the full
story in mind. Then another
read for the nitty gritty points
that need work. Finally, I’ll
form it all into a document of
questions and ideas for the

author, which I’ll share with
them and discuss as much as
they’d like.

How do editors liaise
with literary agents
and authors? Any tips
for hopefuls on what
skills would be useful
to have?
My main tips would be to be
polite and conscientious. If
you’re having a stressful day
and somebody’s questions
are adding to that, consider
that they might be in exactly
the same position and really
need the information you

can give them to resolve an
issue they’re having. With
authors, it’s important to
remember that while you
might work across a lot of
books, they only have one
at a time (usually) so it is a
big deal. That means making
sure to be gentle if they ask
questions that might be
obvious to you or bigging
them up when you love their
work. They’re not embedded
in the processes like we are,
so a kind hand on the road
can make all the difference.

What advice would
you give to someone
looking for or just

starting their first role
in publishing? What
would you like to have
known before working
in editorial?
Be nice! Everyone you meet
is trying their best – whether
they’re an intern or the CEO
– so a positive approach
makes all the difference. You
never know who is having a
really difficult day that might
be lifted by your kindness,
and you never know who
might make an opportunity
for you further down the line
because they remember how
easy you were to get on with.

What are you currently
reading?
Daddy by Emma Cline. I
loved The Girls so I was
excited to get my hands on
this collection of stories.
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•

Administrative
Upskilling Tips

By A nnabella C ostantino, Misha Manani and Rowan Groat
•
The term “admin” is often
thrown around in publishing,
but what does it actually
entail? For this issue, we
wanted to break down what
administrative work involves,
what skills are needed
and most importantly,
what can be done to make
upskilling in this area more
accessible. At entry level
and beyond, most publishing
roles require the skills to
perform administrative tasks.
Whether you are working
in marketing or editorial,
administrative skills are key
to not only staying organised,
but also to keeping work
processes running smoothly.

•

•

Top Tips
•

Highlight key skills in
cover letters: When
writing a cover letter
for a job that involves
administrative tasks,
focus on the attributes
that the employer is
looking for and clearly
match your experience
to those skills. Focus on
what you can offer and
why you are a reliable
individual.

•
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Strengthen your
written and verbal
communication:
If you are assisting
senior members or
even managing your
own administrative
responsibilities in a team,
you need to write well
and speak confidently,
whilst being respectful.
Any experience you have
working in a group will be
helpful in the long term.
Become familiar
with managing your
workload: At any level,
you should be a selfmotivator and practice
self-management to take
accountability and remain
organised. You could use
an online organisational
tool like Trello or even a
digital calendar app –
just take a first step.
Don’t underestimate
research skills: As a
student, you learn how
to research certain areas
and specialisms. These
skills are invaluable when
researching the market
you are working in, as
well as competitors and

other industry players.
Learning how to be
intuitive when delivering
admin tasks on time is
also key.
•

Get involved in
your local network:
Administrative skills are
often easily picked up
and can be learned on
the job. In preparation
for your first in-office
experience, why not
offer your administrative
support in a voluntary
capacity for someone
you know in the industry
or a small business you
follow?

Management: You may
need to file and handle
confidential documents
such as emails, contracts
and cover designs. This
also includes carrying
out different tasks at
the same time. For
instance, publicists who
arrange book tours and
signings need to manage
diary dates, travel and
accommodation.

Liaising: It’s important
to have strong oral
abilities because you may
have to communicate
and manage different
expectations for
publishers, authors and
departments. Grammar,
language and sentence
structure need to be
of a high standard, so
you can negotiate in a
professional manner.

your communication and
interpersonal skills in
the workplace. You can
identify your personal
conversation style
and explore different
platforms for interacting.
•

•

Online Courses
•

Reed: This platform
offers many free online
courses in administration,
designed to help improve
both practical skills and
develop an understanding
of best practice. Check
the criteria to find out if
you’re eligible to enrol.

•

The Oxford Home
Study Centre: These
short courses allow
you to improve your
admin expertise for
employment through
writing, collaboration,
self-management and
non-verbal skills.

Core Skills
•

Assertiveness: You
should stand up for what
you believe in and voice
your opinions in a manner
that does not hurt
others. This creates an
environment for positive
communication, which
is vital in a collaborative
industry like publishing.
Practice confidence and
remain polite.

•

FutureLearn: Run by the
University of Leeds, this
is great for strengthening

Excel, Powerpoint
and Outlook Essential
Training: These
programmes are used
on a daily basis in
publishing, regardless
of the department you
currently work in or are
aspiring to work in. This
course covers tips for
getting started, design
skills and shortcuts, so
you can maximise your
efficiency and deliver
results effectively.
Microsoft Office
Administration: As
always, LinkedIn Learning
is a really useful resource
for upskilling. This covers
subscription settings,
email services, Microsoft
Sharepoint and Skype
for Business online.
Keep your eyes peeled
for LinkedIn premium
discounts and check if
your university or college
provides membership!

•

Google Drive: This
includes Docs, Sheets,
Slides and Calendar. The
Google suite is exclusively
online and ensures
that documents are
automatically saved in
the cloud. It is accessible
for anyone with a Google
email address and
you can collaborate
simultaneously with your
peers.

•

Adobe Suite: This
includes Photoshop,
InDesign and Illustrator.
These are great tools
for colour correction,
trimming and audio
effects. Students and
teachers can also save up
to 65% with the Creative
Cloud bundle.

Thanks for reading our
Administrative Upskilling
Tips, we hope you found
them useful. Be sure to
check out our next feature
in issue twenty-five, where
we will be sharing Creative
Upskilling Tips!

Digital Resources
•

Microsoft Office: This
includes Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook,
Teams and OneDrive.
These programs form the
foundation of work on
a daily basis, including
letters, presentations and
communication with your
co-workers.
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LGBTQ+ Independent UK
Bookshops to Visit this Pride Month
By Sarah Ernestine
This pride month, there are
so many exciting new titles
being released that amplify
the voices of the LGBTQ+
community. This summer,
we have the opportunity to
support independent queerowned small businesses
by ordering books from
an LGBTQ+ independent
bookshop. There are several
bookshops across the UK
that specialize in queer
literature and can help
you find the perfect
summer reads!

Gay’s the Word
(London, England)
Gay’s the Word is a staple
in the queer independent
bookshop community,
having opened its doors for
the first time in 1979. The
shop was originally opened
as both a retail and a social
space, allowing members of
the community to engage
with LGBTQ+ literature and
conversations. For over forty
years, Gay’s the Word has
amplified the voices of queer
authors and highlighted
books with LGTBQ+
characters. Gay’s the Word
has a large catalogue
with new releases, queer
classics and secondhand
booksavailable. If you can’t
find what you’re looking for,

Photo by @gaystheword
bookshop on Instagram

or there is a book you would
like to pre-order, their expert
team is happy to help! You
can find their Twitter at @
gaystheword or visit their
website here!

The Bookish Type
(Leeds, England)
The Bookish Type started
with pop-up bookstalls
in 2019, but its bustling
brick-and-mortar storefront
opened in Leeds, England
in September of 2020. One
of the store’s owners, Ray
(she/her), tells us, “The
Bookish Type is there for
the queer community and
it’s important to us that
we’re offering a friendly,
comfortable space that is
multigenerational, open
during the day and doesn’t
revolve around alcohol. We’re
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here for the quiet queers
and the bookish types.” An
important component of their
business model is their “pay
it forward” option, where
customers can donate funds
to help provide books for
members of the LGBTQ+
community that can’t afford
to buy one for themselves.
You can find their Twitter
at @typeleeds or visit their
website here!

Category is Books
(Glasgow, Scotland)
Category Is Books, an
independent queer bookshop
which was founded by
Charlotte (they/them)
and Fionn (‘Fin’) (they/
them). They opened the
doors of Category is Books
in 2018, bringing queer
books, magazines, comics,
zines, films and more to
the southside of Glasgow.
Category is Books has been

Photo by @categoryisbooks
on Instagram

“It’s important to us that we’re offering a friendly, comfortable space
that is multigenerational, open during the day and doesn’t revolve around
alcohol. We’re here for the quiet queers and the bookish types.”

operating remotely through
the pandemic, sending books
to their readers’ doorsteps
but they’re excited to reopen
their storefront soon! You
can find their Twitter at @
categoryisbooks or visit their
website here!

The Portal Bookshop
(York, England)
The Portal Bookshop
opened its storefront in
2019 and continues to share
science fiction, fantasy and
LGBTQIA+ books with their
customers. This unique
bookshop is located in the
city centre of York, England.
They sell books published in
the UK, as well as imported
titles from the US. They also
have a “pay it forward” fund
that has worked to provide
free copies of The Trans Teen
Survival Guide to trans and
non-binary readers who have
been navigating unsupportive
homes throughout the

Photo by @portal.bookshop
on Instagram

COVID-19 pandemic and is
now working to provide any
LGBTQIA+ books for readers
that cannot purchase their
own copies. The Portal
Bookshop is a welcoming,
community-centred
space that recognises the
importance of increasing the
visibility and availability of
LGBTQ+ voices and stories.
You can find their Twitter
at @PortalBookshop or visit
their website here!

Queer Lit (UK Digital
Bookshop)
Queer Lit is a digital,
independent bookshop that
recognised a gap in the
UK book market for queer
literature. The store has
grown rapidly with a large
influx of online support,
leading them to expand their
catalogue to well over 1,500
titles. Their website has a
digital bookshop, as well as
a variety of digital media
including podcasts and
blogs. Each book they send
comes individually wrapped
and sealed with their
sticker logo. As their digital
shop continues to grow in
popularity, they have recently
announced their plans to
open a physical storefront
this Summer in Manchester,
England. You can find their
Twitter at @QueerLitUK or
visit their website here!

Proud Geek (UK
Digital Bookshop)
Proud Geek is new to the
queer bookshop scene,
having just opened in 2020,
but they’re a huge hit with
their fans and readers on
social media platforms
such as TikTok. They are a
digital bookshop that can
ship to the UK, the EU, the
US, Canada and Australia,
intentionally packing their
orders in discreet packaging
to ensure the safety of their
customers. Proud Geek
specializes in queer graphic
novels and sci-fi/fantasy but
their catalogue covers many
additional genres! Their
website is extremely user
friendly, allowing customers
to filter their search results
by genre or specific queer
representation. Tom (he/
him), owner of Proud
Geek, commented on their
place in the book market,
saying, “I get to spend my
days interacting with my
community and I feel like I’m
making a difference.” You
can find their Twitter at @
ProudGeekStore or visit their
website here!
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Estelle Maskame: 23-year-old
Bestselling Author Publishes Romance
at Black & White Publishing
By Fine Mayer
140k Twitter followers.
Over 1.5 million books
sold worldwide. And now,
23-year-old writing sensation
Estelle Maskame has
launched her tenth Young
Adult book, Becoming Mila,
just in time to sweeten her
readers’ staycation plans.
Estelle started writing the
Did I Mention I Love You?
series when she was just
13 years old - and has
since turned into a global
phenomenon with a loyal
readership across the world.
Following the bestselling
six-piece series, the young
author focussed on standalones, including Dare to
Fall and The Wrong Side of
Kai and is now trying her
hand at another series: the
Mila trilogy. With the first
instalment, Becoming Mila,
hitting bookshelves this
month, the summer holidays
just got much more exciting!

Hollywood life with an A-list
actor as her dad, whose
career puts the entire family
in the spotlight. When Mila’s
public faux pas ahead of her
dad’s next big movie causes
some unflattering PR, she
is sent 2,000 miles away to
Tennessee, where Mila has
to leave the glitz and glam
behind to help her aunt and
grandfather on their horse
farm. While adjusting to rural
life and even reconnecting
with childhood friends, there
is one person Mila just can’t
stand: guitar-playing and

With COVID-19 and travel
restrictions keeping so many
of us at home this year,
Becoming Mila provides the
perfect escape to another
world, or another continent,
to be precise. Sixteenyear-old Mila has grown up
surrounded by the glam of
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annoyingly handsome Blake.
As the two country-music
fans get to know, and maybe
even like each other, Blake’s
influential mother reveals
secrets of a past Mila never
knew about.
This sweet summer romance
launches ten years after its
author started writing her
famous series, a change that
is prominent in its writing
style. Estelle’s voice has
matured, tackling tropes and
delicate topics fearlessly
but sensitively. As a reader

of her books for many years,
I am always struck by the
atmosphere and vivid sense
of place that Estelle creates
in her novels, and none
more so than Becoming
Mila. With this story set
just outside of Nashville,
Tennessee, the Southern
vibes hit the reader from
the moment Mila touches
down for the summer, so
different from the busy city
life in Los Angeles. ‘[As]
a huge country music fan
myself, I thought a Nashville
setting would be perfect
for a summer romance,’
shares Estelle, so the book
features a lot of country
music to fit the Southern
charm, imagine Taylor Swift’s
Fearless in book form! It
won’t come as a surprise
that live performances by
the campfire count as a
fantastic Friday night for
Mila’s Tennessee friends,
and more than one visit is
on the agenda to a place
called Honky Tonk Central,
a real country music bar in
downtown Nashville.
What may come as a
surprise, however, is that
Estelle herself lives in the
Northeast of Scotland.
Despite the obvious
connections between her
writing and the US, as indeed
all of Estelle’s books are
set in North America, the
writer lives in Peterhead,
near Aberdeen, with her
chihuahua pup Bear. The
canine theme continues
in Becoming Mila through
Blake’s mischievous dog
Bailey whose fictional
existence shows how much
Estelle dreamed of having a
dog while writing the novel.

Now, with Bear cheering her
on, Estelle is working on the
sequel to Becoming Mila,
Trusting Blake, which is
due to be published later
in the year.

a Hannah Montana-esque
coming-of-age story that is a
must-read for the summer of
2021, whether you spend it
at the beach, by the pool or
in the back garden.

Becoming Mila is a
passionate love story that
also explores friendship,
family dynamics and living
in the spotlight. Alternating
between two lifestyles,
Mila’s tale is reminiscent of

Find Estelle on Twitter
and Instagram at
@estellemaskame and
find YA imprint of Black
and White Publishing, Ink
Road Books on Twitter and
Instagram at @inkroadbooks
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